JUNE  Re opening of the college.
   “THE ENLIGHTERZ” management activity for FYBMS

JULY  Orientation for FYBMS Students.
   Workshop On PPT Presentation for FYBMS

AUGUST  Internal Assessment Test. (2\textsuperscript{nd} week)
   Parent Teachers Meeting for FY, SY and TY BMS
   “CLUB INNOVATION” (Product and Services innovation competition for
   SY BMS)

SEPT  NSE visit for SY BMS.
   SY BMS Exam Semester End Exam.
   HR Training and development workshop for TY BMS

OCT  Guest (EXPERT) Lecture for TY BMS
   Semester End exams for FY BMS
   Preliminary Exams for TY BMS
NOV
‘DIALOGUE SOCIETY’ for FYBMS
SLIDE GEEKS! For TYBMS

DEC
Workshop On Corporate Reciprocity for TYBMS and SYBMS
Guest (EXPERT) Lecture for TY BMS.

JAN
Internal Assessment for FY & SY BMS students.(2nd week).
BMS Event…SHARPSHOOTERS

FEB
Parent –Teacher Meeting.
Preliminary Exam for TY BMS.

MARCH
Semester End Exams for FY and SY students of BMS